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Abstract

Background: Assessment of male lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) needs to identify
predictors of symptom outcomes when interventional treatment is planned.
Objective: To develop a novel prediction model for prostate surgery outcomes and vali-
date it using a separate patient cohort and derive thresholds for key clinical parameters.
Design, setting, and participants: From the UPSTREAM trial of 820 men seeking treat-
ment for LUTS, analysis of bladder diary (BD), International Prostate Symptom Score
(IPSS), IPSS-quality of life, and uroflowmetry data was performed for 176 participants
who underwent prostate surgery and provided complete data. For external validation,
data from a retrospective database of surgery outcomes in a Japanese urology depart-
ment (n = 227) were used.
Outcomemeasurements and statistical analysis: Symptom improvement was defined as a
reduction in total IPSS of �3 points. Multiple logistic regression, classification tree anal-
ysis, and random forest models were generated, including versions with and without BD
data.
Results and limitations: Multiple logistic regression without BD data identified age
(p = 0.029), total IPSS (p = 0.0016), and maximum flow rate (Qmax; p = 0.066) as predic-
tors of outcomes, with area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) of
77.1%. Classification tree analysis without BD data gave thresholds of IPSS <16 and
Qmax �13 ml/s (AUC 75.0%). The random forest model, which included all clinical param-
eters except BD data, had an AUC of 94.7%. Internal validation using the bootstrap
method showed reasonable AUCs (69.6–85.8%). Analyses using BD data marginally
improved the model fits. External validation gave comparable AUCs for logistic
lsevier B.V. on behalf of European Association of Urology. This is an open access article
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regression, classification tree analysis, and random forest models (all without BD; 70.9%,
67.3%, and 68.5%, respectively). Limitations include the significant number of men with
incomplete baseline data and limited assessments in the external validation cohort.
Conclusions: Outcomes of prostate surgery can be predicted preoperatively using age,
total IPSS, and uroflowmetry data, with prognostic thresholds of 16 for IPSS and
13 ml/s for Qmax.
Patient summary: This study identified key preoperative factors that can predict out-
comes of prostate surgery for bothersome urinary symptoms, including which patients
are at risk of a poor outcome.
� 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of European Association of
Urology. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.

org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) are categorised as
storage, voiding, and postmicturition symptoms. More than
three-quarters of men older than 40 yr experience at least
one LUTS [1], which can compromise quality of life (QoL),
employment, and social activities [2]. As the prevalence of
LUTS increases with age, projected population ageing
underlines the importance of effective management of male
LUTS [3]. Current international guidelines recommend
offering surgery if conservative treatments have been
unsuccessful and LUTS are severe [4–6]. Transurethral pros-
tate surgery for male LUTS associated with bladder outflow
obstruction (BOO) is the standard treatment, and assess-
ment of male LUTS for which interventional treatment is
being considered needs to identify risk factors that predict
potential adverse symptom outcomes.

UPSTREAM (Urodynamics for Prostate Surgery Trial;
Randomised Evaluation of Assessment Methods) is a UK
National Institute for Health Research–funded multicentre
pragmatic randomised controlled trial (ISRCTN56164274)
looking at the diagnostic pathway for men being considered
for prostate surgery to treat LUTS [7–11]. In a previous
paper, we reported on a multivariable model developed
using baseline parameters to predict symptom improve-
ment, and identified the variables that modified the effect
of surgery on change in the International Prostate Symptom
Score (IPSS) as age, number of comorbidities, maximum
flow rate (Qmax), and symptom scores, particularly voiding
symptoms and quality of life (QoL) [12].

The bladder diary (BD) is an integral part of structured
LUTS assessment [10,12] and can potentially contribute
information on factors relevant to initial management
[13]. BDs capture frequency, voided volume (VV), and other
factors, such as the BD Sensation Scale, for interpretation of
storage LUTS and overactive bladder syndrome [14,15]. In
the current study we developed novel prediction models
for surgical outcomes, including factors prognostic for poor
outcomes (either lack of improvement in symptoms, or
symptom deterioration). Another aim was to evaluate the
predictive role of BD in planning interventional treatment
for voiding LUTS and whether BDs are essential given their
unreliable completion in practice [16]. Models that can be
used to formulate recommendations for patients lacking full
BD information are needed. The overall findings were vali-
dated in an external ‘‘real-life’’ Japanese population.
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2. Patients and methods

BD, International Prostate Symptom Score (IPSS), IPSS-QoL, and

uroflowmetry (Qmax, VV, postvoid residual volume [PVR]) data were

obtained from baseline information for the UPSTREAM trial [11]. In brief,

820 men seeking treatment for bothersome LUTS underwent standard

LUTS assessment as detailed in the applicable UK National Institute for

Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guideline (summarised in [17]) and

were randomised to either undergo or omit additional invasive urody-

namics (UDS) assessment. They then chose their treatment, as advised

according to clinical recommendations on the basis of the evaluation

results. The primary outcome was the IPSS 18 mo after randomisation.

The inclusion criterion was men (�18 yr) seeking treatment for bother-

some LUTS. The exclusion criteria were as follows: inability to pass urine

without a catheter; relevant neurological disease; active treatment for

LUTS, on active surveillance for prostate or bladder cancer; previous

prostate surgery; not medically fit; and inability to complete outcome

assessments. The trial was approved by the Oxford B Research Ethics

Committee (reference 14/SC/0237). A detailed description of the study

population, interventions, and outcomes has previously been published

[18].

The IPSS is a patient-reported outcome (PRO) with seven separate

items scored from 0 to 5 (overall range 0–35), with higher scores indi-

cating more severe symptoms [19]. A validated Japanese translation of

the instrument is available [20]. Symptom improvement was defined

as a total IPSS reduction of at least 3 points from baseline to 18 mo

after randomisation [21]. The International Consultation on Inconti-

nence Questionnaire (ICIQ)-BD [14] is a 3-d BD, specifically referring

to three consecutive 24-h periods. Six BD outputs were evaluated,

including the average, maximum, and minimum VV per micturition,

average 24-h urinary frequency, and the BD Sensation Scale. All

parameters were averaged for the 3-d period. The BD Sensation Scale

is a 5-point scale described in detail on its front page, with an abbre-

viated version on the back page of the ICIQ-BD. It includes two scores

for normal voids, and three for voids with urgency or urgency incon-

tinence (abbreviated scale: 0 = did not need to go, went just in case;

1 = normal desire to pass urine; 2 = had urgency but it passed away;

3 = had urgency but got to the toilet before leaking; 4 = had urgency

and leaked). By calculated a modified Total Urgency and Frequency

Score (TUFS) derived from the Patient Perception of Intensity of

Urgency Scale [22] by adding the BD Sensation Scale score for each

void recorded in a patient’s diary and dividing this by the number

of days completed.

External validation was undertaken using data from a single-centre

routine-practice retrospective outcome database for prostate operations

for LUTS at a Japanese urology department. A total of 264 patients under-

went prostate surgery between 2016 and 2021, yielding 227 procedures

with complete clinical data used for validation. Data for age, total IPSS,
ostate Surgery Outcomes from Standard Clinical Assessments of Lower
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Table 1 – Univariable logistic regression model

Parameter OR (95% CI) p value AUC

Age 0.923 (0.860–
0.986)

0.020 0.664

Total IPSS 1.143 (1.063–
1.238)

0.0005 0.710

IPSS-QoL 1.320 (0.889–
1.957)

0.164 0.589

Uroflowmetry
Qmax 0.910 (0.836–

0.986)
0.021 0.663

PVR 1.001 (0.997–
1.005)

0.704 0.488

Voided volume 0.998 (0.994–
1.001)

0.188 0.584

Bladder diary
Average VV per micturition 0.996 (0.990–

1.003)
0.311 0.448

Modified TUFS 0.999 (0.955–
1.048)

0.957 0.528

Bladder Diary Sensation Scale 0.903 (0.508–
1.617)

0.729 0.518

24-h frequency 1.086 (0.932–
1.280)

0.309 0.561

Maximum VV per micturition 0.999 (0.995–
1.003)

0.535 0.474

Minimum VV per micturition 0.994 (0.985–
1.003)

0.163 0.567

AUC = area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; CI = confi-
dence interval; IPSS = International Prostate Symptom Score; OR = odds
ratio; PVR = postvoid residual volume; Qmax = maximum flow rate;
QoL = quality of life; TUFS = Total Urgency Frequency Score; VV = voided
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IPSS-QoL, and uroflowmetry were extracted from the database. The data

set was approved by the institutional review board of Yokosuka Kyosai

Hospital (reference YKH20-74).

Three prognostic models (multiple logistic regression, classification

tree analysis, and an artificial intelligence [AI]-based random forest)

were derived to predict surgical outcomes using the UPSTREAM data

set. The models were developed using age, total IPSS, IPSS-QoL, and

uroflowmetry data, with and without BD data. To summarise the crude

relationship, univariable logistic regressions were initially performed.

In multiple logistic regression, variables were selected via the backward

elimination method on the basis of p values. The area under the receiver

operating characteristic curve (AUC) was used to evaluate prediction

ability. Internal validation to evaluate overfitting and optimism was per-

formed via the bootstrap method [23] in which 1000 bootstrap samples

were repeatedly generated from an original data set. The random forest

model is a supervised machine learning algorithm that grows multiple

classification trees in which variables are evaluated for more accurate

prediction according to the mean decrease in Gini coefficient value (a

greater mean decrease indicates stronger predictive potential) [24]. Clas-

sification tree analysis is a model that allows selection of predominant

factors and determination of significant thresholds for those parameters

[25].

Observations in the UPSTREAM trial and the external validation data

were excluded from analysis if results were missing for outcomes or any

covariates. All analysis was performed in R v4.1.2 using the rpart, ran-

domForest, and pROC packages.
volume.

Table 2 – Multivariable logistic regression model

Parameter OR (95% CI) p value AUC

Model with bladder diary 0.796
Age 0.918 (0.851–0.984) 0.020
Total IPSS score 1.167 (1.072–1.285) 0.0007
Qmax 0.922 (0.839–1.008) 0.071
Modified TUFS 0.952 (0.899–1.008) 0.089
Model without bladder diary 0.771
Age 0.924 (0.858–0.989) 0.029
Total IPSS score 1.133 (1.051–1.230) 0.0016
Qmax 0.920 (0.837–1.005) 0.066

AUC = area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; CI = confi-
dence interval; IPSS = International Prostate Symptom Score; OR = odds
ratio; Qmax = maximum flow rate; TUFS = Total Urgency Frequency Score.
3. Results

Of 820 participants treated at 26 sites in the UPSTREAM
study, 291 received prostate surgery (81% transurethral
resection of the prostate or bladder neck incision, 11% laser,
7% Urolift). Of these 291, 176 (60.5%) had complete BD, IPSS,
IPSS-QoL, and uroflowmetry data available and were
included in the models (baseline values summarised in Sup-
plementary Table 1). Univariable logistic regression analysis
showed that the strongest predictive parameter was total
IPSS score, followed by age, Qmax, and IPSS-QoL (Table 1).
The multiple logistic regression model with BD data con-
sisted of age (p = 0.020), total IPSS (p = 0.0007), Qmax

(p = 0.071), and modified TUFS (p = 0.089), for which the
AUC was 79.6% (Table 2 and Fig. 1). The multiple logistic
regression model without BD data consisted of age
(p = 0.029), total IPSS (p = 0.0016), and Qmax (p = 0.066)
and yielded an AUC of 77.1%.

The classification tree analysis model with BD data con-
sisted of IPSS and Qmax, which yielded an AUC of 75.0%
(Fig. 1B). Threshold values for IPSS and Qmax were 16 points
and 13 ml/s, respectively (Fig. 2). Notably, the same analysis
without BD data showed equivalent results. In the model
with BD data, the top parameter was total IPSS, followed
by Qmax, the minimum and average VV per micturition
(derived from uroflowmetry), the modified TUFS, and the
BD Sensation Scale (derived from the BD; Table 3). In the
model without BD data, the top parameter was total IPSS,
followed by Qmax, age, and the VV derived from uroflowme-
try. A model including all the clinical parameters had an
AUC of 97.1% with BD data and 94.7% without BD data
(Fig. 1C). Internal validation using the bootstrap method
for models with and without BD data yielded AUC values
of 0.763 and 0.750 for the logistic regression model, 0.697
Please cite this article as: H. Ito, K. Sakamaki, G.J. Young et al., Predicting Pr
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and 0.696 for the classification tree analysis model, and
0.873 and 0.858, respectively, for the random forest model
(Table 4).

A total of 264 operations to relieve BOO were undertaken
for male LUTS in Yokosuka Kyosai Hospital between 2016
and 2021. After excluding cases with missing data, clinical
data from 227 operations were used for external validation
(Supplementary Table 2). External validation showed that
AUC values for the logistic regression, classification tree
analysis, and random forest models (all without BD data)
were similar to or lower than in the UPSTREAM data set
(70.9%, 67.3%, and 68.5%, respectively; Fig. 3).

4. Discussion

The current study developed three different statistical mod-
els to predict symptom outcomes of prostate surgery in a
high-quality clinical trial, and explored their performance
in a real-life setting using an independent data set.
ostate Surgery Outcomes from Standard Clinical Assessments of Lower
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Fig. 1 – Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for the three models generated with age, preoperative IPSS, IPSS-QoL, and uroflowmetry, with or
without bladder diary data. AUC = area under the ROC curve; IPSS = International Prostate Symptom Score; QoL = quality of life.

Fig. 2 – Classification tree analysis. IPSS = International Prostate Symptom Score.
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One of the key findings is that LUTS outcomes may dete-
riorate after surgery if baseline Qmax is �13 ml/s. Our previ-
ous study established that Qmax of �9.8 ml/s at baseline is a
favourable prostate factor for prostate surgery to treat LUTS
[12]. That study did not establish a threshold for recom-
mending UDS but concluded that UDS may provide useful
additional information when Qmax is >10 ml/s, and espe-
cially >15 ml/s, with the bladder outflow obstruction index
(BOOI) and bladder contractility index (BCI) predicting the
Please cite this article as: H. Ito, K. Sakamaki, G.J. Young et al., Predicting Pr
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change in IPSS most successfully. Hence, the current study
is important, as 13 ml/s now provides a clear Qmax threshold
above which UDS should be recommended to reduce the
risk of experiencing symptom deterioration. These conclu-
sions align with observations from the International Conti-
nence Society study, which reported that mean Qmax was
9.7 ml/s for men with BOO and 12.6 ml/s for men without
BOO [26]. That study also revealed that among patients
with BOO, 53% had Qmax >10 ml/s and 18% had Qmax
ostate Surgery Outcomes from Standard Clinical Assessments of Lower
iteria, Eur Urol Focus (2023), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euf.2023.06.013
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Table 3 – Random forest model

Parameter Mean decrease in Gini
coefficient

AUC

Model with bladder diary 0.971
Age 1.270
Total IPSS score 3.755
IPSS-QoL 0.281
Uroflowmetry
Qmax 2.233
Postvoid residual volume 0.291
Voided volume 0.904

Bladder diary
Average VV per
micturition

1.521

Modified TUFS 1.423
Bladder Diary Sensation
Scale

1.406

24-h frequency 0.350
Maximum VV per
micturition

0.395

Minimum VV per
micturition

2.112

Model without bladder
diary

0.947

Age 2.376
Total IPSS score 6.293
IPSS-QoL 0.555
Uroflowmetry
Qmax 3.844
Postvoid residual volume 0.985
Voided volume 2.057

AUC = area under the receiver operating characteristic curve;
IPSS = International Prostate Symptom Score; Qmax = maximum flow rate;
QoL = quality of life; TUFS = Total Urgency Frequency Score; VV = voided
volume.

Table 4 – AUC results for internal validation via the bootstrap
method for the three models with and without BD data

Model Actual
data

Bootstrap estimate
(95% CI)

Multivariable logistic
regression

With BD 0.796 0.763 (0.692–0.812)

Without
BD

0.771 0.750 (0.673–0.782)

Classification tree
analysis

With BD 0.750 0.697 (0.500–0.852)

Without
BD

0.750 0.696 (0.500–0.827)

Random forest With BD 0.973 0.873 (0.794–0.941)
Without
BD

0.947 0.858 (0.781–0.927)

AUC = area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; BD = bladder
diary; CI = confidence interval.
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>15 ml/s. Accordingly, UDS for men with Qmax between 10
and 13 ml/s may identify BOO and hence should be dis-
cussed with patients to explore their individual preference
[27].

BD data did not yield essential information for prediction
of symptom outcome from interventional prostate treat-
ment. One of the three models (multivariable logistic
regression) suggested that BD data might improve the accu-
racy. Internal validation for two of the models (multivari-
able logistic regression and random forest) also showed
that BD assessment might increase predictivity. Six param-
eters were derived from the BD; the modified TUFS and the
BD sensation scale appeared to offer some benefit in predic-
tion of prostate surgery outcomes, and it is possible that
Please cite this article as: H. Ito, K. Sakamaki, G.J. Young et al., Predicting Pr
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parameters not evaluated might also contribute. Nonethe-
less, models were also developed without BD data in order
to deal with the known difficulty of full BD completion in
clinical practice [16], and these were also effective. Overall,
effective decision-making with regard to voiding LUTS can
be based on other baseline measurements without a BD
being essential. Such a conclusion has no bearing on the
key role of BDs in assessing storage LUTS and nocturia, as
recommended in guidelines [4,28].

The current study developed independent models in
order to add BD information and proceed to external valida-
tion. Nonetheless, identification of IPSS <16 and IPSS QoL �4
as predictive of poor symptom outcomes in the current
study corresponds to the identification of IPSS >16 and IPSS
QoL >4 as predictive of good outcomes in the previous study
[12].

Prognostic factors in baseline assessments enable proper
counselling when considering surgery, since interventional
treatment should only be pursued if there is a realistic pro-
spect of improving symptoms. This is important for consent,
for avoiding unnecessary surgery, and also reducing the risk
of LUTS deteriorating following surgery, which is a clear
possibility [10,18]. Until recently, pathways relied princi-
pally on expert consensus and provided comparatively non-
specific guidance that surgery is usually needed when
patients gain insufficient relief of LUTS or PVR after conser-
vative or pharmacological treatments (relative operation
indications). Identification of prognostic features in the cur-
rent study, along with the detailed quantitative and qualita-
tive data from UPSTREAM [10,12,18,29,30], makes it
possible to use baseline assessments to advise individual
patients on the likely outcomes of surgery for voiding LUTS
(Fig. 4). Favourable characteristics (illustrated in green in
Fig. 4) include clinical factors identified in the symptom
scores and flow rate tests, in particular voiding LUTS with
both high symptom severity and bother, and Qmax <10 ml/
s. These predict good symptom outcomes, provided the
intervention achieves effective relief of BOO. UDS is not
needed when all these factors are present, which is compat-
ible with the conclusion from the UPSTREAM study that
UDS should not be used routinely in male LUTS assessment
[10]. For cases that do not have all of the favourable clinical
characteristics, UDS identifies men who should experience
an improvement in symptoms after surgery on the basis
of characteristic low flow/high detrusor pressure even
though they did not have all the favourable clinical charac-
teristics, based on the severity of the outflow obstruction
(BOOI �48) and adequate bladder contractility (BCI �123)
[12]. If neither clinical nor UDS characteristics are favour-
able, men need explicit counselling about the possibility
of a worse, or at best a neutral outcome (minimal symptom
change), with the risk of symptom deterioration. Worsening
LUTS is particularly relevant for certain features that can be
considered ‘‘unfavourable’’ (illustrated in red in Fig. 4).

The ICIQ MLUTS voiding subscore was the best predictor
in our previous study [12] and was thus included in Figure 4.
The ICIQ MLUTS was not included in the models developed
in the current study as it was not administered to the exter-
nal validation population, which is a limitation of the study.
In clinical practice, direct questioning is needed if IPSS is
ostate Surgery Outcomes from Standard Clinical Assessments of Lower
iteria, Eur Urol Focus (2023), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euf.2023.06.013
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Fig. 3 – Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves from external validation of the three models generated with age, preoperative IPSS, IPSS-QoL, and
uroflowmetry without bladder diary data. AUC = area under the ROC curve; IPSS = International Prostate Symptom Score; QoL = quality of life.

Fig. 4 – Key baseline clinical parameters for prediction of outcomes from surgery to treat BOO in male LUTS, incorporating overall findings from the
UPSTREAM study. Two groups of men have a good chance of voiding symptom improvement from surgery, provided that BOO is properly relieved (‘‘effective
surgery’’): (1) those with all of the favourable predictive factors (shown in green on the left); and (2) those for whom a urodynamics test finds BOOI ≥48 and
BCI ≥123. Without these features, the outcome may be neutral (symptom score change below the minimally important difference) or even symptom
deterioration, particularly in cases with any of the unfavourable factors shown in red. BCI = bladder contractility index; BOO = bladder outflow obstruction;
BOOI = BOO Index; FFR = free flow rate; ICIQ MLUTS = International Consultation on Incontinence Questionnaire on male LUTS; IPSS = International Prostate
Symptom Score; LUTS = lower urinary tract symptoms; PMD = postmicturition dribble; Qmax = maximum flow rate; QoL = quality of life.
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used as the PRO, to ascertain how severe and how bother-
some voiding LUTS are for an individual patient. Likewise,
specific questioning is required for poorly responding
symptoms (incontinence, postmicturition dribble) as they
are not captured in the IPSS. Overall, the predictive impor-
tance of the voiding subscore and comprehensive assess-
ment of LUTS [9] suggest key benefits for clinical practice
and support adoption of the ICIQ MLUTS as a standard of
care.
Please cite this article as: H. Ito, K. Sakamaki, G.J. Young et al., Predicting Pr
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AI, machine learning, and deep learning techniques
show outstanding potential performance [31]. Our ran-
dom forest model based on machine learning techniques
showed remarkably better accuracy than the other mod-
els, suggesting that the model is effective. External valida-
tion, however, indicated a moderate fit to real-world data
in a different setting, which may reflect the complexity of
QoL, the subjective nature of outcomes, and the influence
of nonclinical factors such as cultural differences. Further
ostate Surgery Outcomes from Standard Clinical Assessments of Lower
iteria, Eur Urol Focus (2023), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euf.2023.06.013
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limitations of the study include a reliance on comprehen-
sive baseline assessments (ie, availability of fully com-
pleted BDs, PROs, and uroflowmetry for analysis), which
excluded a significant proportion of UPSTREAM partici-
pants, resulting in a comparatively small overall sample
and subgroup sizes. In the external validation population,
the timing of outcome evaluation (3 mo after surgery) dif-
fered from UPSTREAM, in which outcome assessment was
18 mo after randomisation (noting that the time between
randomisation, assessment, and surgery varied between
centres, as previously detailed [18]). However, on the
basis of the results reported here, we believe that external
validation using such a different cohort points to the con-
sistency and reliability of the modelling. In line with NICE
guidelines [17], prostate volume was not routinely cap-
tured in the study databases.
5. Conclusions

Three models using preoperative parameters including age,
total IPSS, IPSS-QoL, and uroflowmetry predicted outcomes
of prostate surgery. Versions including BD data only slightly
improved the accuracy in terms of the AUC. Qmax �13 ml/s,
IPSS <16, and IPSS-QoL �4 were each associated with high
risk of a poor surgical outcome. The AI-based model showed
remarkably high accuracy in the research setting, but only
moderate accuracy in a routine practice context.
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